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"With his family fortune depleted, Bruce Wayne goes underground as his ancestral home is transformed into a new prison for his archenemies. From his fortified Batcave below his headquarters, the Dark Knight watches as evil moves in above him."

"Cover Endgame Part 2! What has happened to Batman's allies? The Dark Knight's greatest enemy has returned and is ready for his last act! A new weekly Batman series that examines the relationship between the heroes, villains, and citizens of Gotham City! In the wake of Forever Evil, the world looks at heroes in a different light, creating tension between Batman and his allies and the Gotham City Police Department. When a gang war breaks out and new villains rise up, it's up to the Dark Knight, Batgirl, and more to turn the tides as best as they can...but will the GCPD be a help or a hindrance? Plus, a fan-favorite character makes her long-awaited DC Comics, The New 52 debut.

Collects: BATMAN: ETERNAL issues #1-21. For years, the Joker has regarded Batman with a twisted love, thinking that one could never exist without the other. But that's all changed. Now the Clown Prince of Crime is done playing. He's going to kill Batman. And he's going to do it using those who Batman loves: the Justice League. The Joker returns to Gotham City with a deadlier agenda than ever before, using every tool at his disposal to finally kill the Dark Knight. That includes turning Batman's allies in the bloodiest way that he's ever had to survive. He's going to use the whole city to play his game. But will the Joker's scheme destroy Gotham City? The games are over and, for their final showdown, the Clown Prince of Crime won't be staging a comedy. No more macabre mind games. No more perverse pranks. The crazed killer who has elevated evil to an art is about to paint his masterpiece: the utter destruction of Batman and everything he holds dear. He'll turn the Justice League against Batman. He'll turn the people of Gotham into giggling psychopaths. But that's just the setup-the punchline is even more terrifying. The #1 New York Times best-selling team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo create the ultimate face-off between the greatest hero and villain in all of comics in Batman Volume 7: Endgame and it's no laughing matter. Collects stories from BATMAN #35-40. The world's greatest heroes, Batman, Green Lantern, The Atom and many more, unite to force the forces of evil. But can the team get together in time to save the return of the undead, villainous Dr Light. At last, Batman comes face to face with Gotham City's deadly new villain, Mr. Bloom. With the fate of the city hanging in the balance, Batman reaches out to the one man who might be able to help him: Bruce Wayne! In the aftermath of the death of his son Damian, Batman's deadliest foes attack him while he grieves.

Batman may have survived his first strike (barely), even if he doesn't recuperate, the Court is preparing to launch its most deadly and sweeping attack yet. Plus, secrets revealed in this issue will change Batman's world forever! The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story in DC history! Written by master storytellers Geoff Johns and Grant Gravik--As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter with its greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past, present and future will leave ramifications on our heroes lives forever. Something is amiss in the DC Universe! In the wake of Forever Evil, the new Batman, Batwoman and the rest of the Batfamily band together in one last effort to rewrite the past and future of the DC Universe in a story hailed as a masterpiece! Seven years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to save his on-coming world: find Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the deadly Mime and Marionette, he arrives in the DC Universe and finds it on the brink of collapse. International tensions are running rampant with the Supermen Theory implicating the U.S. government in creating superhumans to maintain global dominance! But what is Dr. Manhattan doing in the DC Universe? And how is he related to the events of DC Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash? The Button? Collects Doomsday Clock #1-6

THERE'S A NEW BAT IN TOWN! Jim Gordon has spent years patrolling the streets of Gotham City as one of its top cops. Now he's doing it inside a Batcave. With Bruce Wayne sidelined-perhaps permanently-the former Commissioner has taken up the mantle of the Bat, with a state-of-the-art suit of robotic armor and the full support of the Gotham Police Department to back him up. But when you become the Batman, there's a deadly learning curve-and an army of criminal masterminds waiting to take you down. Can Gordon keep up? Or will his enemies and allies alike clip the new Batman's wings before he even gets off the ground?

"Detective Comics Vol. 8: The City of Owls" Written by Scott Snyder Illustrated by Greg Capullo (AMERICAN VAMPIRE, BATMAN: BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN VAMPIRE. But this time, he teams with Eisner Award-winning illustrator and comics legend John Romita Jr. (AVENGERS, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, THE LAST CRUSADE and critically acclaimed artist Declan Shalvey (MOON KNIGHT)! This graphic novel boasts a new plot, new villains, and a new status quo! The greatest enemy of Batman, The Joker, is currently on the loose! He's on the run and ready to turn Gotham City into a madhouse! But that's just the start...the Joker has more up his sleeve. With an ending you won't believe, this graphic novel is a classic in the making. Collects Batman #35-40. "Batman's greatest foe has returned for one last gag-but this time, not even the Joker is laughing. In their last encounter, the Dark Knight failed to live up to the Joker's grand plans, so now the Joker is ready to destroy him utterly. The games are over and, for their final showdown, the Clown Prince of Crime won't be staging a comedy. No more macabre mind games. No more perverse pranks. The crazed killer who has elevated evil to an art is about to paint his masterpiece: the utter destruction of Batman and everything he holds dear. He'll turn the Justice League against Batman. He'll turn the people of Gotham into giggling psychopaths. But that's just the setup—the punchline is even more terrifying. The #1 New York Times best-selling team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo create the ultimate face-off between the greatest hero and villain in all of comics in Batman Volume 7: Endgame and it's no laughing matter. Collects stories from BATMAN #35-40. The world's greatest heroes, Batman, Green Lantern, The Atom and many more, unite to force the forces of evil. But can the team get together in time to save the return of the undead, villainous Dr Light. At last, Batman comes face to face with Gotham City's deadly new villain, Mr. Bloom. With the fate of the city hanging in the balance, Batman reaches out to the one man who might be able to help him: Bruce Wayne! In the aftermath of the death of his son Damian, Batman's deadliest foes attack him while he grieves. Batman may have survived his first strike (barely), even if he doesn't recuperate, the Court is preparing to launch its most deadly and sweeping attack yet. Plus, secrets revealed in this issue will change Batman's world forever! The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story in DC history! Written by master storytellers Geoff Johns and Grant Gravik--As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter with its greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past, present and future will leave ramifications on our heroes lives forever. Something is amiss in the DC Universe! In the wake of Forever Evil, the new Batman, Batwoman and the rest of the Batfamily band together in one last effort to rewrite the past and future of the DC Universe in a story hailed as a masterpiece! Seven years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to save his own-coming world: find Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the deadly Mime and Marionette, he arrives in the DC Universe and finds it on the brink of collapse. International tensions are running rampant with the Supermen Theory implicating the U.S. government in creating superhumans to maintain global dominance! But what is Dr. Manhattan doing in the DC Universe? And how is he related to the events of DC Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash? The Button? Collects Doomsday Clock #1-6
Batsuit. Gordon is no shadowy vigilante. He has the full coverage of the GCPD and the mayor, plus a multimillion-dollar budget from Powers International. But will an expensive suit be enough to stop the mysterious, weed-like Mr. Bloom before his deadly plans for the city take root? Collects BATMAN #41-45 and DC SNEAK PEEK: BATMAN #1. Features momentous moments from Bruce's training abroad, run-ins with aspiring district attorney Harvey Dent, and how Bruce learned to work with his new ally, Lieutenant Jim Gordon. This collaboration spins into total darkness as the Riddler stirs up chaos in Gotham City in the 'Secret City,' 'Dark City,' and 'Savage City' events. What corner of Batman's past will be revealed? And how will they impact his very near future? As the new Batman, former police commissioner Jim Gordon is in for the fight of his life against the bizarre threat of Mr. Bloom, who controls plant life in Gotham City! At the same time, an amnesiac Bruce Wayne has discovered the truth of his past as the Dark Knight—now, he must descend into the Batcave and reclaim what is painful legacy. With Bruce back in the cape and cowl once more, can the combined skills of two Batmen defeat Mr. Bloom and his minions/a The penultimate chapter to Snyder and Greg Capullo's epic #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling series is here in BATMAN VOL. 9. Collects issues #47-50. In the wake of unspeakable tragedy, Batman is in danger of losing his humanity. And in the backup story, fan-favorite character Harper Row returns—but will she be able to pull Batman back from the brink? Endgame part 4. The Joker is back! This time, no more funny stuff. And in the backup story, five Arkham Asylum escapes share their encounters with the Joker! The Riddler has arrived in Gotham and he's terrorizing the city with his own twisted brand of anarchy. But why is he attacking now, and what is his endgame? The Riddler isn't Batman's only problem, as Killer Croc is on the streets and his violent crimes can't be ignored. Meanwhile, the Dark Knight has trouble reconciling the increasingly conflicting ideologies of Alfred Pennyworth and James Gordon in this gripping re-imaging of the Batman mythology. From the superstar creative team that brought you a new start to the Caped Crusader comes the story that could end him. Be there in October for the biggest, deadliest and most epic story yet from writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo - Batman: Endgame!—Origins is here! DC Entertainment is making history by launching 52 #1 DC Comics issues starring the world's greatest super-heroes. To commemorate this milestone occasion, DC Entertainment will be releasing The New 52, a massive hardcover collection that collects every single one of these debut issues in their entirety for the first time ever! This collection must stop time or the world will come to an end... #52! CONTAINS TIMELESS CONTINUES time story of the future. In the background, is Alfred Pennyworth and the secrets they've kept from the Wayne family! Collects BATMAN #8-12 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1. Before the Batcave and Robin, the Joker and the Batmobile there was ZERO YEAR. The Riddler has plundered Gotham City into darkness. How will a young Dark Knight bring his beloved hometown from the brink of chaos and madness and back into the light? From the critically acclaimed, New York Times #1 best-selling creative team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo, BATMAN VOL. 5: ZERO YEAR—DARK CITY is the concluding volume to Batman's origin story, as you've never seen it before. Collects Batman #25-27, 29-33. Scott Snyder's best-selling iconic Batman run gets collected in an omnibus format for the first time! Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's Batman stories - from Court of Owls to Zero Year - are presented together in this hard cover omnibus collection. Batman discovers a vast conspiracy with roots deep in the past of Gotham city. From the Court of Owls to the Joker, this collection covers a range of foes both old and new as readers follow Batman’s adventures from the pen of Scott Snyder. Collects Batman #1-33! Hidden for years, the mysterious Court of Owls surface in Gotham City—what must Batman do to defeat them and what deadly connection do they have to his past? Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's masterpiece epic is collected in its entirety in trade paperback for the first time ever! After a series of brutal murders rocks Gotham City, Batman begins to realize that perhaps these crimes are far deeper than appearances suggest. As the Caped Crusader begins to unravel this deadly mystery, he discovers a conspiracy going back to his youth and beyond to the origins of the city he's sworn to protect. Could the Court of Owls, once thought to be nothing more than an urban legend, be behind the crime and corruption? Or is Bruce Wayne losing his grip on sanity and falling prey to the pressures of his war on crime? Considered one of the greatest stories in the Dark Knight's historic lore, BATMAN: THE COURT OF OWLS SAGA is an epic tale told by two of comics' finest storytellers. Collects issues #1-11 of BATMAN, as well as bonus material including sketches, scripts, design concepts and variant covers. Six years ago, the age of super heroes is just beginning. Just the beginning. Young Bruce Wayne has only recently emerged as Batman and already he is facing a full-scale disaster: A massive storm is heading for Gotham City and the Riddler has shut down the city's power. Luckily, Batman is not the only champion out in the storm. Though they might not all be heroes yet, Superman, Flash, Green Arrow, Batgirl, Catwoman, Green Lantern, Batwoman, Batwing, Nightwing, Red Hood and Black Canary are all fighting through the gale to protect Gotham. But will the efforts of these young, untested would-be heroes be enough to save the city? The New York Times best-selling BATMAN creative duo lead a new star lineup in telling untold tales of the world's greatest heroes' earliest adventures in DC COMICS: ZERO YEAR, featuring such talents as Jeff Lemire, Francis Manapul, Greg Pak, Justin Gray, Jimmy Palmiotti, John Layman, Aaron Kuder, Trevor McCarthy, Arthur Lopresti, Jason Fabok, John Romita Jr., and many more. From the rubble present and not yet imagined through the vision of the Dark Knight's origin—and his first encounters with the Riddler, the Red Hood, Bruce Wayne! Before patrolling Gotham's streets, in a series of disguises, he began a career as a faceless vigilante. Collects BATMAN issues #1-24. Following his groundbreaking, critically acclaimed run on Detective Comics, Snyder begins a new era of The Dark Knight alongside artist Capullo when a series of brutal murders rocks Gotham City and Batman to the core. After having his face sliced off one year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return in this new epic that features Batman's entire network of partners in crimefighting, including Batgirl, Catwoman, Nightwing, Robin, the Teen Titans and more. While The Joker threatens the very existence of Gotham City, these heroes— wary and more—must find a way to survive. Collects Detective Comics #16-24, Batman #1-8, Detective #38-43, and Batman #26-31. Batman's past will be revealed? And how will they impact his very near future? “As the new Batman, former police commissioner Jim Gordon is in for the fight of his life against the bizarre threat of Mr. Bloom, who controls plant life in Gotham City! At the same time, an amnesiac Bruce Wayne has discovered the truth of his past as the Dark Knight—now, he must descend into the Batcave and reclaim what is painful legacy. With Bruce back in the cape and cowl once more, can the combined skills of two Batmen defeat Mr. Bloom and his minions/? The penultimate chapter to Snyder and Greg Capullo’s epic #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling series is here in BATMAN VOL. 9. Collects issues #47-50. In the wake of unspeakable tragedy, Batman is in danger of losing his humanity. And in the backup story, fan-favorite character Harper Row returns— but will she be able to pull Batman back from the brink? Endgame part 4. The Joker is back! This time, no more funny stuff. And in the backup story, five Arkham Asylum escapes share their encounters with the Joker! The Riddler has arrived in Gotham and he's terrorizing the city with his own twisted brand of anarchy. But why is he attacking now, and what is his endgame? The Riddler isn't Batman's only problem, as Killer Croc is on the streets and his violent crimes can't be ignored. Meanwhile, the Dark Knight has trouble reconciling the increasingly conflicting ideologies of Alfred Pennyworth and James Gordon in this gripping re-imaging of the Batman mythology. From the superstar creative team that brought you a new start to the Caped Crusader comes the story that could end him. Be there in October for the biggest, deadliest and most epic story yet from writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo - Batman: Endgame!—Origins is here! DC Entertainment is making history by launching 52 #1 DC Comics issues starring the world's greatest super-heroes. To commemorate this milestone occasion, DC Entertainment will be releasing The New 52, a massive hardcover collection that collects every single one of these debut issues in their entirety for the first time ever! This collection must stop time or the world will come to an end... #52! CONTAINS TIMELESS CONTINUES time story of the future. In the background, is Alfred Pennyworth and the secrets they've kept from the Wayne family! Collects BATMAN #8-12 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1. Before the Batcave and Robin, the Joker and the Batmobile there was ZERO YEAR. The Riddler has plundered Gotham City into darkness. How will a young Dark Knight bring his beloved hometown from the brink of chaos and madness and back into the light? From the critically acclaim...